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SITUATION 1: A1 has the ball out of bounds for a throw-in and is being guarded by B1. Before releasing the ball, A1 loses
his/her balance, reaches out and puts his/her hand on B1 (who is inbounds) in an effort to regain his/her balance. RULING:
Throw-in violation by A1. A1 is required to remain out of bounds until releasing the throw-in pass. When A1 touches an
inbounds player, he/she now has inbound status. However, if the contact on B1 is illegal, a personal foul should be called.
COMMENT: A throw-in violation must be called in order to maintain the balance between offense and defense. (2-3; 9-2-1; 92-5)
SITUATION 2: Team A scores a goal; while the ball is dead, Team A requests and is granted a time-out. After the time-out,
the official mistakenly awards the ball to Team A. A1 passes the ball to A2, who scores. The mistake is recognized before the
ball is at the disposal of Team B after the score. RULING: Once A2 legally touched A1’s throw-in pass after the time-out, the
throw-in ended and the mistake cannot be corrected. This is not a correctable-error situation as described in Rule 2-10. (4-425; 7-5-7)
SITUATION 3: During an alternating-possession throw-in by Team A, B1 breaks the plane of the boundary line. The official
stops play. RULING: Team B is issued a warning for breaking the throw-in plane. Since the original alternating-possession
throw-in had not ended, the ball is again awarded to Team A and remains an alternating-possession throw-in. Any type of
further delay by Team B results in a team technical foul. (4-42-5; 4-47-1; 6-4-4; 7-6-4; 10-1-5c)
SITUATION 4: A1 is injured and bench personnel are beckoned onto the court. Once A1 has been removed from the court,
the official notifies the Team A coach that a replacement is required. The official then instructs the timer to begin the 20second replacement interval because a substitute is not made available immediately. Team A’s head coach then requests a
time-out to keep A1 in the game. RULING: Incorrect procedure. The time-out request must be made when the official informs
the coach that a replacement is required. Once the 20-second interval has begun and A1’s replacement is pending, a time-out
shall not be granted. Once A1 is replaced by a substitute, Team A may request and be granted a time-out, if desired. (2-12-5
Note; 3-3-6; 5-8-3b)
SITUATION 5: During a dead ball, an official notices that A1 is bleeding. The official notifies the Team A coach that a
replacement is required. The official then instructs the timer to begin the 20-second replacement interval because a substitute
is not made available immediately. Team A’s head coach then requests a time-out to keep A1 in the game. RULING: Incorrect
procedure. The time-out request must be made when the official informs the coach that a replacement is required. Once the
20-second interval has begun and A1’s replacement is pending, a time-out shall not be granted. Once A1 is replaced by a
substitute, Team A may request and be granted a time-out, if desired. (2-12-5; 3-3-7; 5-8-3b)

SITUATION 6: During a dead ball, an official notices that A1 and B1 are both bleeding. The official notifies both the Team A
coach and the Team B coach that a replacement is required for A1 and B1, respectively. The Team A coach requests a timeout to keep A1 in the game. Team B elects to enter a substitute for B1. The official then instructs the timer to begin the 20second replacement interval for B1 because a substitute is not made available immediately. RULING: Correct procedure. A
substitute must enter the game for B1 prior to the official granting the time-out for Team A. A1 must be ready to play by the
end of the time-out. (2-12-5; 3-3-7; 5-8-3b)
SITUATION 7: A1 is directed to leave the game because his/her jersey is not tucked into the game pants. The official notifies
the Team A coach that a replacement is required. The official then instructs the timer to begin the 20-second replacement
interval because a substitute is not made available immediately. Team A’s head coach then requests a time-out to keep A1 in
the game. RULING: Team A’s time-out request may only be granted after A1 is replaced by a substitute. A time-out is not
permitted to keep a player in the game who has been directed to leave for not wearing his/her uniform properly. Once A1 is

replaced by a substitute, Team A may request and be granted a time-out, if desired. (2-12-5; 3-3-5; 5-8-3b)
SITUATION 8: A1 is fouled. Team A is awarded the ball out of bounds. The foul was Team B’s seventh team foul and A1
should have been awarded a one-and-one bonus. Team A scores on the ensuing throw-in. As the ball passes through the net,
the officials are informed of the error. RULING: The error is discovered within the correctable-error timeframe. Count the goal
by A; A1 will be awarded the bonus with no players along the lane lines. There has been a change of possession and the
point of interruption is the goal by Team A; therefore, Team B will be awarded a throw-in anywhere along the end line. (2-101a; 2-10-5)
SITUATION 9: A1 has been given the ball for a throw-in when A2 commits a foul against B2. B1 is awarded the ball for a
throw-in and commits a throw-in violation by touching a foot inbounds before releasing the throw-in pass. The ball is at A1’s
disposal for the subsequent throw-in when the officials are informed that A2’s foul was Team A’s seventh team foul. RULING:
The clock had not started and the error is discovered within the correctable-error timeframe. B2 is awarded the bonus with no
players along the lane lines. The point of interruption is the throw-in for Team A. (2-10-1a; 2-10-6)
SITUATION 10: The officials erroneously permit A1 to shoot technical foul free throws at Team B’s basket; A1 makes both
free throws. When the error is discovered, the timeframe for the correctable error (a) has not passed; or (b) has passed.
RULING: In (a), cancel the successful free throws by A1 and administer the free throws again at the correct basket. In (b), the
free throws by A1 shall not be canceled and count toward Team A’s point total. (2-10-4)
SITUATION 11: Team B scores a goal to take the lead by one point. A1 immediately requests and is granted a timeout with
three seconds remaining in the fourth quarter. Following the time-out, Team A is awarded the ball for a throw-in from
anywhere along the end line. A1 passes the ball to A2, who is also outside the boundary; A2 passes the ball to A1 who is
inbounds and running the length of the court. The timer mistakenly starts the clock when A2 touches A1’s pass while standing
outside the boundary. An official notices the clock starting on A2’s touch (a), before A2 releases the throw-in pass to A1, (b),
while A2’s throw-in pass is in flight to A1, or (c), as soon as A1 catches the throw-in pass. RULING: This is an obvious timing
mistake and may be corrected. In (a) and (b), the official shall blow the whistle, stop play and direct the timer to put three
seconds on the game clock. Since the throw-in had not ended, play is resumed with a Team A throw-in from anywhere along
the end line. In (c), the official may put the correct time on the clock, but must make some allowance for the touching by A1 –
likely 10ths of a second, if displayed. The ball is put in play nearest to where it was located when the stoppage occurred to
correct the timing mistake. A “do over” is not permitted in (c), since the throw-in had ended. (4-36; 5-10-1)
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